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GENERAL FICTION

GENERAL FICTION

A WOMAN’S WORK

THE NURSES’ WAR

VICTORIA PURMAN

VICTORIA PURMAN

The astonishingly rich prize of the 1956 Women’s
Weekly cookery competition offers two women
the possibility of a new kind of future, in this
compassionate look at the extraordinary lives of
ordinary women – our mothers and grandmothers –
in a beautifully realised post-war Australia.

There is more than one way to fight a war …
An extraordinary story of grit, love and loss,
based the true history and real experiences of
the Australian nurses in World War 1.

Manuscript available January 2023

April 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867207764

April 2023 | 352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867207788
It’s 1956, and while Melbourne is in a frenzy gearing up for the Olympics, the women of Australia
are cooking up a storm for their chance to win the equivalent of a year's salary in the extraordinary
Women’s Weekly cookery contest.
For two women, in particular, the prize could be life-changing. Mother-of-five Kathleen O’Grady
has no time for cooking competitions, but the prize could offer her a different kind of life. As her
forays into new recipes boost her confidence, she finds her desire to make her own life decisions
becoming more important.
For war widow Ivy Quinn, the competition means more time to spend with her 12-year old-son,
Raymond, the development of an unexpected friendship with her colleague, Dr Harry Johnson,
and the courage to tell the truth about Raymond’s father.
As winter turns to spring and the contest deadline looms, both women begin to realise that the
competition has given them so much more than cooking skills – it offers a new way of seeing the
world and the chance to free themselves from the ghosts of the past. As each woman begins to
question their lives, the question becomes whether it is winning the competition that will change
their futures, or the changes in themselves.

Manuscript Available

In 1915, as World War 1 rages in Europe and the numbers of dead and injured continue to grow,
Australian nurse, Sister Cora Barker, leaves her home in Australia for England, determined to use
her skills for King and country. When she arrives at Harefield House-donated to the Australian
Army by its expatriate Australian owners-she helps transforms it into a hospital that is also a little
piece of home for recuperating Australian soldiers.
As the months pass, her mission to save diggers lives becomes more urgent as the darkest months
of the war see injured soldiers flood into Harefield in the thousands. When the hospital sends out a
desperate call for help, a quiet young seamstress from the village, Jessie Chester, steps up as a volunteer.
At the hospital she meets Private Bert Mott, a recuperating Australian soldier, but the looming threat
of his return to the Front hangs over them. Could her first love be her first heartbreak?
Cora’s and Jessie’s futures, their hearts and their lives hang in the balance as the never-ending wave
of injured and dying soldiers threatens to overwhelm the hospital and the hopes of a nation rest on
a knife edge. The nurses war is a war against despair and death, fought with science and care rather
than mustard gas and fear – but can they win it?
PRAISE

ALSO BY
VICTORIA PURMAN

‘Heart-achingly raw yet filled with the beauty of the human spirit, this novel is a triumph that will
linger in the heart and psyche’ – Karen Brooks, author of The Good Wife of Bath

Victoria Purman is an Australian top ten and USA Today bestselling fiction author. Her most
recent book, The Women’s Pages, was an Australian bestseller, as were her novels The Land Girls and
The Last of the Bonegilla Girls. Her earlier novel The Three Miss Allens was a USA Today bestseller.
She is a regular guest at writers festivals, a mentor and workshop presenter and was a judge in the
fiction category for the 2018 Adelaide Festival Awards for Literature.

Victoria Purman is an Australian top ten and USA Today bestselling fiction author. Her most
recent book, The Women’s Pages, was an Australian bestseller, as were her novels The Land Girls and
The Last of the Bonegilla Girls. Her earlier novel The Three Miss Allens was a USA Today bestseller.
She is a regular guest at writers festivals, a mentor and workshop presenter and was a judge in the
fiction category for the 2018 Adelaide Festival Awards for Literature.

To find out more, visit Victoria on her website, victoriapurman.com

To find out more, visit Victoria on her website, victoriapurman.com

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
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T H E B U T T E R F LY
COLLECTOR

THE FOSSIL HUNTER

TEA COOPER
What connects an illustration of a butterfly with
a missing baby and a mystery fifty years in the
making? A compelling and twisty historical from
a bestselling international author

Manuscript available
November 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867239185

1868 Morpeth Theodora Breckenridge, still in mourning after the loss of her parents and
brother at sea, is more interested in working quietly on her art at the family’s country estate
than she is finding a husband in Sydney society, even if her elder sister Florence has other ideas.
Theodora seeks to emulate prestigious nature illustrators, the Scott sisters, who lived nearby,
so she cannot believe her luck when she discovers a butterfly never before sighted in Australia.
With the help of Clarrie, her maid, and her beautiful illustrations, she is poised to make a
natural science discovery that will put her name on the map. Then Clarrie’s new-born son goes
missing and everything changes.

TEA COOPER
A fossil discovered at London’s Natural History
museum leads one woman back in time to
nineteenth century Australia and a world of
scientific discovery and dark secrets in this
compelling historical mystery.

Manuscript available
384pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781489299598

Wollombi, The Hunter Valley 1847
The last thing Mellie Vale remembers before the fever takes her is running through the bush as a
monster chases her – but no one believes her story. In a bid to curb Mellie’s overactive imagination,
her benefactors send her to visit a family friend, Anthea Winstanley. Anthea is an amateur
palaeontologist with a dream. She is convinced she will one day find proof the great sea dragons - the
ichthyosaur and the plesiosaur – swam in the vast inland sea that millions of years ago covered her
property at Bow Wow Gorge, and soon Mellie shares that dream for she loves fossil hunting too …

1922 Sydney When would-be correspondent Verity Binks is sent an anonymous parcel containing
a spectacular butterfly costume and an invitation to the Sydney Artists Masquerade Ball on the
same day she loses her job at The Arrow , she is both baffled and determined to go. Her late
grandfather Sid, an esteemed newspaperman, would expect no less of her. At the ball, she lands a
juicy commission to write the history of the Treadwell Foundation – an institution that supports
disgraced young women and their babies. But as she begins to dig, her investigation quickly leads
her to an increasingly dark and complex mystery, a mystery fifty years in the making. Can she
solve it? And will anyone believe her if she does?

1919

PRAISE

ALSO BY
TEA COOPER

‘Cooper is an accomplished storyteller … An absorbing tale with a strong mystery element
and feminist bent, with special appeal for those interested in the history of dinosaur hunters.’
Historical Novel Society, US

When Penelope Jane Martindale arrives home from the battlefields of World War 1 with the
intention of making her peace with her father and commemorating the death of her two younger
brothers in the trenches, her reception is not as she had hoped. Looking for distraction, she finds
a connection between a fossil at London’s Natural History museum and her brothers which leads
her to Bow Wow Gorge. But the gorge has a sinister reputation – 70 years ago people disappeared.
So when PJ uncovers some unexpected remains, it seems as if the past is reaching into the present
and she becomes determined to discover what really happened all that time ago …

Tea Cooper is an established Australian author of contemporary and historical fiction. In a past
life she was a teacher, a journalist and a farmer. These days she haunts museums and indulges her
passion for storytelling. She is the internationally bestselling author of several novels, including
most recently The Naturalist's Daughter, The Woman in the Green Dress, The Girl in the Painting and
The Cartographer's Secret.

Tea Cooper is an established Australian author of contemporary and historical fiction. In a past
life she was a teacher, a journalist and a farmer. These days she haunts museums and indulges
her passion for storytelling. She is the bestselling author of several novels, including most
recently The Naturalist's Daughter, The Woman in the Green Dress, The Girl in the Painting and
The Cartographer's Secret.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Licensed: North America (Harper Muse), Italy (HarperCollins Italia)

Rights Licensed: North America (Harper Muse)
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KEEPING UP APPEARANCES

B I R D S O F A F E AT H E R

TRICIA STRINGER

TRICIA STRINGER

As tensions simmer in a small country town, three
women are going to need more than CWA sausage
rolls and can-do community spirit to mend their
broken fences. From a bestselling Australian author
comes a delightful novel full of practical wisdom and
dry humour that examines female friendship, buried
secrets and why honestly is (usually) the best policy.

Manuscript available

When three women are thrown together by unusual
circumstances, ruffled feelings are just the beginning.
A wise, sharply delineated celebration of the lifechanging power of female friendships for fans of
Monica McInerney and Liz Byrski.
352pp | 234x153mm | Paperback
ISBN 9781489270870

October 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781489270832
Privacy is hard to maintain in Badara, the kind of small Australian country town where everyone
knows everyone else’s business. So discovers single mum Paige when she and her three children
arrive from the city seeking refuge. Paige’s only respite from child care and loneliness is the Tuesday
gym club where she fears the judgement of the town, but she is met only with generosity and a
plethora of baked goods. Besides, both the brusqe Marion and her polished sister-in-law Briony
are too busy dealing with their own dramas to examine hers.
Well-to-do farmer’s wife and proud mother Briony is in full denial of her family’s troubles. Even
with her eldest daughter’s marriage in ruins and her son Blake’s recent bombshell. Suddenly Briony
and husband Vince have a full house again – and the piles of laundry aren’t the only dirty linen
that’s about to be aired.
For Marion, the unearthing of a time capsule – its contents to be read at the Celebrate Badara
weekend – is a disaster. She was only a teenager when she wrote down those poisonous words, but
that doesn’t mean she won’t lose friends and family if they hear what she really thinks of them –
especially as the letter reveals their darkest secrets to the world.

Eve has been a partner in a Wallaby Bay fishing fleet as long as she can remember. Now they
want her to sell - but what would her life be without work? She lives alone, her role on the town
committee has been spiked by malicious gossip and she is incapacitated after surgery. For the first
time in her life she feels weak, vulnerable – old.
When her troubled god-daughter Julia arrives at Wallaby Bay, she seems to offer Eve a reprieve
from her own concerns. But there is no such thing as plain sailing. Eve has another house guest,
the abrasive Lucy, who is helping her recuperate and does not look kindly on Julia’s desire for Eve’s
attention.
But Lucy, too, has demons to battle and as each woman struggles to overcome their loss of place in the
world, they start to realise that there may be more that holds them together, than keeps them apart.
But will these birds of feather truly be able to reinvent what family means? Or will the secrets and
hurts of the past shatter their precarious hold on their new lives … and each other?

When the truth comes out for Badara, keeping up appearances may no longer be an option for
anyone …

ALSO BY
TRICIA STRINGER

Tricia Stringer is a bestselling and multiple award-winning author. Her books include The Family
Inheritance, The Model Wife, Table for Eight, and the rural romances Queen of the Road, Right as Rain,
Riverboat Point, Between the Vines, A Chance of Stormy Weather, Come Rain or Shine and Something in
the Wine. She has also published a historical saga; Heart of the Country, Dust on the Horizon and Jewel
in the North are set in the unforgiving landscape of nineteenth-century Flinders Ranges.

Tricia Stringer is a bestselling and multiple award-winning author. Her books include The Family
Inheritance, The Model Wife, Table for Eight, and the rural romances Queen of the Road, Right as Rain,
Riverboat Point, Between the Vines, A Chance of Stormy Weather, Come Rain or Shine and Something in
the Wine. She has also published a historical saga; Heart of the Country, Dust on the Horizon and Jewel
in the North are set in the unforgiving landscape of nineteenth-century Flinders Ranges.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
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SUNRISE OVER
MERCY COURT

HER TIME TO SHINE

FIONA MCCALLUM
There’s life in these old dogs yet … and they’re
about to discover it. A heart-warming and
humorous story about rediscovering the small
pleasures that make life worthwhile, from Australia’s
master storyteller.

FIONA MCCALLUM
Sometimes serendipity comes knocking, and life
leads us to the most surprising places …
Manuscript Available
April 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867207887

Manuscript available January 2023
April 2023 | 336pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867261469
There’s life in these old dogs yet … and they’re about to discover it.

It’s never too late to find your true self.

Howard and Elsie Manning were born on the same day, met at kindergarten, and have been
married for 59 years. They have lived sensible, productive lives, and raised two self-sufficient
daughters. Now, at 78, they are bored with the predictability of life, fed up with contemporary
society, have aching joints and dwindling finances, and – funeral by funeral – their circle of friends
is shrinking. Worst of all, they are grieving for their beloved, recently deceased dog Maisie.

While very pretty, the tiny town of Melrose isn’t where Erica thought she’d be at almost fifty. And
working in a funeral home and suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, while navigating her
grief as a recent widow, is not how she thought her life would look either. But she’s committed to
her lovely new boss, Walter, who gave her a chance when she so desperately needed it.

Together Howard and Elsie consider bringing their lives to a peaceful end, but it turns out leaving
this world is not easy, especially if they want to avoid pain or mess. Even the apparently simple
methods have much room for error, as they discover.
Then a knock at the door changes everything …
A heart-warming and humorous story about rediscovering the small pleasures that make life
worthwhile, from Australia’s master storyteller.

Erica’s friends and daughters back in Adelaide cheer her on as she discovers a genuine love for her
new job, forms friendships and immerses herself in the local community. But why is she being
plagued with fresh bouts of anxiety and flashes of partial memories of her brother Mark who died
when she was eleven? Why is there so much about him she doesn’t know and can’t remember? And
why does it feel like it’s more about her than him?
But she has to put it all aside when, despite being happy and settled, Erica is suddenly called upon
to step up and face her deepest fear. If she can, what will she discover about herself and her past?
And what will it mean for her future?
From Australia’s master storyteller, a tender story about finding strength and fulfilment after major
upheaval, and discovering you can only outrun your true calling for so long …

Fiona McCallum was raised on a farm near Cleve on South Australia’s Eyre Peninsula and
remained in the area until her mid-twenties, during which time she married and separated. She
then moved to Melbourne and on to Sydney a few years later. Fiona currently resides in suburban
Adelaide. Fiona writes heart-warming stories that draw on her rich and contrasting life experiences,
love of animals and fascination with human nature. Her first novel, Paycheque (2011) became a
bestseller. In the ten years since, Fiona has written another thirteen bestselling novels. Old Dogs,
New Tricks will be Fiona's fifteenth novel.

Fiona McCallum was raised on a farm near Cleve on South Australia’s Eyre Peninsula and remained
in the area until her mid-twenties, during which time she married and separated. She then moved to
Melbourne and on to Sydney a few years later. Fiona currently resides in suburban Adelaide. Fiona
writes heart-warming stories that draw on her rich and contrasting life experiences, love of animals
and fascination with human nature. Her first novel, Paycheque (2011) became a bestseller. In the
ten years since, Fiona has written another thirteen bestselling novels. Her Time to Shine is Fiona’s
fourteenth novel.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
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T H E FA N C I E S

THE OTHER SIDE
OF BEAUTIFUL

KIM LOCK

Manuscript available January 2023
April 2023 | 320pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867251620

KIM LOCK

Author photo by Lousie Agnew

Abigail Fancy returns to the tiny town that the
Fancys have ruled for decades, fresh from her
second stint in prison and utterly out of time …
A bold, punchy and wry novel from the author of
The Other Side of Beautiful

What happens when fate says ‘go’? Lost & Found
meets The Rosie Project in a stunning break-out
novel where a vulnerable misfit is forced to
re-engage with the world, despite her best efforts.

Manuscript available
400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867214908

A story about stories – those we tell, those we believe and those we make into a reality – whether they are
true, murky or not true at all.

Meet Mercy Blain, whose house has just burnt down. Unfortunately for Mercy, this goes beyond
the disaster it would be for most people: she hasn’t been outside that house for two years now.

Port Kingerton: the insular cray-fishing town at the butt-end of South Australia, where everyone
knows everyone. And everyone knows too that when Abigail Fancy left town at seventeen, she
hung out the window of her boyfriend’s Corolla, middle fingers held high, swearing she’d never
come back. And she hasn’t, until now.

Flung out into the world she’s been studiously ignoring, Mercy goes to the only place she can.
Her not-quite-ex-husband Eugene’s house. But it turns out she can’t stay there, either.

At her parents’ house Abigail finds a party (read: town meeting) in full swing over something iffy
found on the beach – a thigh bone. And although iffy things aren’t uncommon in Port Kingerton,
Abigail’s surprise arrival forces a family – and an entire town - to unpack a twenty-four-year-old
secret that rocked this tiny place to its core: that time they found something much iffier …
Through Abigail, her grandfather Old Dick Fancy’s unreliable memories and the collective voices
of the town itself, Port Kingerton unravels as old wounds are picked open, skeletons fall from
closets and unlikely bonds are forged. But will Abigail finally change the past …?
Fresh, punchy, expertly crafted and deliciously wry – the author of The Other Side of Beautiful
returns with a tour de force of a small-town mystery where a homecoming lifts the veil on a time
when a town failed to stand up for its girls.

And so begins Mercy’s unwilling journey. After the chance purchase of a cult classic campervan
(read tiny, old and smelly), with the company of her sausage dog, Wasabi, and a mysterious box of
cremated remains, Mercy heads north from Adelaide to Darwin.
On the road, through badly timed breakdowns, gregarious troupes of grey nomads, and run-ins
with a rogue adversary, Mercy’s carefully constructed walls start crumbling. But what was Mercy
hiding from in her house? And why is Eugene desperate to have her back in the city? They say you
can’t run forever …
Exquisite, tender and wry, this is a break-out novel about facing anxiety and embracing life from
an extraordinary new talent.
PRAISE
‘Tender, funny and quietly profound, The Other Side of Beautiful is a breath of fresh air.’ –
The Sunday Times
‘A colourful, engaging story of escape and road-trip adventure … also compellingly cinematic and
features an endearing narrator-heroine with plenty of meaty real-world troubles.’ – Sydney Morning
Herald
‘Mercy Blain is a character you find yourself cheering on. Kim Lock mixes the transformative journey
of Alice Hart with the quirkiness of Eleanor Oliphant in this story about embracing life, even when it
threatens to overwhelm you’ – Tricia Stringer, bestselling author of The Family Inheritance

Kim Lock is an internationally published author of four novels. Her writing has also appeared in
Kill Your Darlings, The Guardian, Daily Life and The Sydney Morning Herald online, among others.
She lives in regional South Australia with her family.

Kim Lock is an internationally published author of four novels. Her writing has also appeared in Kill
Your Darlings, The Guardian, Daily Life and The Sydney Morning Herald online, among others. She
lives in regional South Australia with her family.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
Rights Licensed: Brazilian Portuguese (HarperCollins)
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FA M I LY B A G G A G E

THE UNUSUAL ABDUCTION
O F AV E R Y C O N I F E R

I L S A E VA N S
Packing up her mother’s life, George instead
unpacks her own … A deeply insightful and wryly
funny story for readers of Monica McInerney.

Manuscript available
March 2023 | 384pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867270744

I L S A E VA N S
Two women abduct and hide out with their fouryear-old granddaughter Avery, who they suspect
is being harmed. They both love Avery … shame
they can’t stand each other. A wise and witty novel
for readers of Beth Morrey and Jonas Jonasson.

Manuscript available
480pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867214021
What would you do to protect a child?

Things you might be surprised to find when cleaning out your deceased mother's house:
• a secret diary
• a salmon-pink vibrator
• a new lease on life.
Grief-stricken middle-aged sisters George, Kat and Annie give themselves a week to pack up their
childhood home and divide their mother’s belongings. Beloved items are contested: an Eames
chair, a collection of war medals, a learn-to-read book. The sisters – bossy Kat, mediator George,
and petulant Annie – are hampered by sibling rivalry, the prickly demands of their own offspring,
the needs of their disabled younger brother and, in George’s case, the after-effects of a spot of
adultery.

Beth’s daughter Cleo and Shirley’s son Daniel used to be married. Now Cleo is in gaol for
supposedly contravening a family violence order, and Daniel has full-time care of their four-yearold daughter, Avery.
When Shirley suspects that Daniel is harming Avery, she enlists Beth to abduct their own
granddaughter, even though the two women can’t stand each other. They are joined on the run
across country Victoria by Winnie, Shirley’s own 89-year-old tech-savvy mother, and Harthacnut,
Beth’s miniature schnauzer.
The abduction gives rise to crises both personal and social, as Shirley’s large and interfering family
– including her toxic son – struggle to come to terms with her actions, amid a whirl of police
investigation and media excitement. This heartfelt, wise, witty and wholly original novel explores
of the lengths we may go to for those we love, and the unintended damage folded into daily life.

The discovery of a decades’ old diary divides the women further: not only do they learn what their
mother really thought of them; they learn that she had a life entirely of her own. They are not the
family they thought they were – and their mother was so much more. This revelation might be the
key to George’s freedom …

PRAISE

Ilsa Evans has published 15 books across a range of genres, from light fiction and short stories
to memoir, murder mystery and YA fantasy. Two of her books have been shortlisted for the
prestigious Davitt (Sisters in Crime) Awards, while her novel about domestic violence, Broken,
was an Australian best-seller and selected as Women’s Weekly Book of the Month.

Ilsa lives in Melbourne.

Ilsa Evans has published 14 books across a range of genres, from light fiction and short stories
to memoir, murder mystery and YA fantasy. Two of her books have been shortlisted for the
prestigious Davitt (Sisters in Crime) Awards, while her novel about domestic violence, Broken,
was an Australian bestseller and selected as Women’s Weekly Book of the Month. Ilsa also works
as a Higher Education Coordinator at Chisholm Institute in Melbourne’s south-east, teaching into
several degrees including the Graduate Certificate in Family Violence. She sits on the board of a local
refuge servicing women and children escaping family violence. In her spare time, Ilsa writes social
commentary and has been published in several newspapers and online journals. In 2011, she received
the Eliminating Violence Against Women (EVA) Award for online journalism.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation

Ilsa also teaches creative writing students, writes social commentary, and has been published in
several newspapers and online journals. In 2011, she received the Eliminating Violence Against
Women (EVA) Award for online journalism.

‘fantastic, fresh and unexpected’ – Cassie Hamer, author of After the Party
‘combines controversy and compassion’ – Olivia Wearne, author of The Grand Tour
‘I loved this story of women’s lives – many different ages and kinds of women – and its deep,
compassionate understanding of ordinary life forced to become extraordinary’ – Pamela Hart,
author of Digging Up Dirt
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EAST OF ALICE

THE HOUSE OF NOW
AND THEN

A N N I E S E AT O N
A gem-fossicking discovery echoes through time
and leads to a dangerous journey through the red
dust outback. A gripping mystery perfect for readers
of Di Morrissey.

Manuscript available
November 2022 | 384pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781489277817

JO DIXON
You should leave the past in the past … or should
you? A vividly told, jaw-droppingly twisty and
wholly engaging story about the consequences
of discovering the truth. For readers of Sally
Hepworth, Nicola Moriarty and Adele Parks.

Manuscript available
January 2023 | 320pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867250302

Gemma Hayden has returned to her hometown of Alice Springs for a new job as a primary school
teacher. It’s been six years since her family broke apart following the disappearance of her twin
brother. And the scars still run deep.
Hard on the heels of her homecoming, Saul Pearce, the man she once loved, is reposted from Parks
and Wildlife in Darwin back to Alice. When an old car wreck is uncovered, washed down the river
to Ruby Gap, Saul investigates only to find that the wreck belonged to Ethan, Gemma's twin –
and there’s a coded note for her in the glovebox.
Joining forces, they trek through the rugged outback, piecing together clues that not only bring
them to the attention of a criminal organisation, but lead them to uncover an even older puzzle …
One now lost to the history books.
With targets on their backs, will they unearth the truth in time?
‘A taut, page-turning mystery, set in the magnificent Eastern MacDonnell Ranges of Central
Australia, linking the past and the present into an adrenaline-fuelled rush for the truth. Couldn’t
put it down!’ - Tanya Heaslip, author of Alice to Prague on East of Alice
PRAISE FOR ANNIE SEATON:

After a humiliating public scandal, Olivia is hiding from the press in a remote Tasmanian house
when an unknown man knocks on her door, seeking Pippa, a woman who once lived there. His
father, Jeremy, has died, leaving behind a letter for this mysterious woman. Olivia wants to help,
but can she risk revealing her own sordid past?
Thirty years earlier, bohemian wild-child Pippa and her best friend Jeremy spend a perfect
summer in the house. Pippa falls deeply in love with local boy Leo, and they begin to plan a life of
adventure together, much to the displeasure of his conservative and controlling family. One night
Leo leaves the house to confront his parents … and is never seen again.
As Olivia is drawn into solving the mystery, the unexpected and tragic story of Pippa, Jeremy and
Leo is slowly uncovered. At the same time, a path to reclaiming her own life opens, if only she has
the courage to take it.
‘This intriguing, decades-long mystery combines endearing but flawed characters, deadly secrets,
and a deliciously twisty plot’ Sarah Barrie, author of Unforgiven

‘Emotional, mysterious, and gripping from page one, Seaton transports you to two different
timelines in one of the greatest Australian settings … The Great Barrier Reef.’ – Better Reading
‘With an insightful glimpse into the environmental issues at the heart of one of our nation's most
treasured locations, combined with some fascinating history, compelling family relations and an
equivocal adventure mystery, Osprey Reef has it all.’ – Mrs B’s Book Reviews

Annie Seaton lives near the beach on the mid-north coast of New South Wales. Her career and
studies have spanned the education sector for most of her working life, including a Masters
Degree in Education, and working as an academic research librarian, a high school principal and a
university tutor until she took early retirement and fulfilled a lifelong dream of a full-time writing
career. Since 2014 Annie has been voted Author of the Year (2014) and Best Established Author
(2015 and 2017) in the AusRom Today.com Reader’s Choice Awards. In 2018 Whitsunday Dawn
was voted Book of the Year by AusRom readers, and also finalled in the ARRA Romantic Suspense
book of the year awards
Rights Held: World English and translation

Eleven years ago, Jo Dixon moved from Brisbane to 25 acres of rural Tasmania, where she wrangles
an ever-growing collection of animals. After a career in travel and event coordination, she decided
to ‘get serious’ about writing at the same time, and has since completed an MA in writing from
Swinburne University, as well as courses at the Faber Academy, a Fiona McIntosh Masterclass, and
a six-week crime-writing lab. She is a member of the RWA, ASA and Queensland Writers Centre.
Jo is married with two teenage sons. The House of Now and Then is her first novel.
Rights Held: World English and translation
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GONE TO GROUND

SOMEONE ELSE’S CHILD

BRONWYN HALL

KYLIE ORR

HUNTED. ALONE. AFRAID...

A gripping contemporary novel from a magnificent
new talent that tackles the almost unbreakable loyalty
of female friendships, the generosity of community
and the lengths we will go to save a child.

A heart-in-the-mouth and utterly addictive
adventure thriller from a phenomenal debut talent
perfect for readers of Anna Downes and Allie
Reynolds.

Manuscript available
August 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867236344

UN surgeon Rachel Forester is posted at a remote medical clinic deep in the jungle of Democratic
Republic of the Congo. With violence escalating in the region, Dr Forester risks her life by
remaining to tend an injured child while the rest of her team evacuates. On the cusp of her final
desperate chance to leave, a soldier is carried into the camp by three other members of his unit, his
condition so critical, his airlift must take priority over hers.
With no help coming, and in the path of warring militias, this small unit must flee through
the heart of the jungle to reach the safety of the province capital. But in the dark wilderness lies
a strangling web of crime and corruption. As they get deeper, they discover a sinister mining
operation and stolen children with evidence indicating shadowy ties to the UN. But aren't those
the people Dr Forester works for? The only people who know she's still lost out there? And now,
the people who want her dead?
The further they delve, the more the web closes around them. Will they make it out alive?

Manuscript available
July 2022 | 384pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867227267
Longlisted for the 2019 Richell Prize for Emerging Wirters

Ren will do anything for her best friend, Anna. The news that Anna’s daughter Charlotte has
terminal brain cancer sends them on a desperate hunt for a cure and their only hope lies in an
expensive European drug trial.
Ren jumps onboard Anna’s fundraising efforts, willing to put everything on the line – her
reputation in their close-knit community and all the money she can beg or borrow-to secure
Charlotte’s place. When the local charity drive quickly becomes a nationwide campaign,
townspeople start asking questions about the trial. And Anna’s past. Questions Ren can't answer.
The more she uncovers, the more Ren realises the truth is darker than she could ever imagine.
Are there any lines that won’t be crossed in their fight for Charlotte?
PRAISE

PRAISE

‘Someone Else’s Child is a captivating story. In the age of GoFundMe, it raises some very timely
questions about friendship, ethics and loyalty.’ – Eliza Henry-Jones, author of In The Quiet

‘An explosive debut! Gone to Ground is a heart-stopping, action-packed story from start to finish …
Full of tension, suspense, and a touch of romance, this edge-of-your-seat read is just begging for a
big screen adaptation.’ – Better Reading

‘What is a life worth? Who decides? Someone Else’s Child kept me up late at night reading to find
those answers. A ticking time bomb of a mystery that asks how far would you go to get what you
need’ – R.W.R McDonald, Australian author of The Nancies

Bronwyn Hall never intended on being a writer. Her career has been spent working in health
and community services, spanning aged care, disability and mental health. She has a bachelor’s
degree in English Literature (and Psychology—for the day job) and she comes from a family
of passionate readers. Born and bred in Australia, Bronwyn has a love for new cultures and
environments, having lived for several years in both Papua New Guinea and Brazil. She is
deeply intrigued by the extraordinary breadth of qualities that make up the complex creatures
called humans – not least, their quiet conquering of adversity. Bronwyn lives and writes on
Wurundjeri land in Melbourne, Australia.

Kylie Orr writes about everything from the stages of underwear in marriage to why telling women
to stop being so emotional is a death wish. Over the past fifteen years, her feature articles have
been published across many of Australia’s main media sites including The Age, The Sydney Morning
Herald, Daily Life, Kidspot, News Ltd. amongst others. Kylie has published four titles in her children’s
book series with Lake Press; Whose Hat? Whose Pants? Whose Shoes? Whose Bag? The books were sold
throughout Australia and Canada.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English language
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A N A - L I S T F O R D E AT H

DIGGING UP DIRT

PA M E L A H A R T

PA M E L A H A R T

Shooting for fame could end your career … and
your life. A sparkling mystery from a stylish new
voice in crime fiction, in a book that will delight
fans of Richard Osman and Kerry Greenwood.

Renovations are hell. And that’s before you find
the body beneath the floorboards. An intriguing
mystery from a stylish new voice in crime fiction,
for readers of Alexander McCall Smith, MC
Beaton and Robert Thorogood.

Manuscript available
June 2022 | 352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867201892

TV researcher Poppy McGowan has never sought the spotlight and is none too happy to be
photographed with rock god Nathan Castle. When the photo pops up on celebrity gossip sites,
it sparks a media feeding frenzy, forcing Poppy to go to ground, don a wig, and pull some nifty
moves to escape a tailing car. And she cops abuse from Nathan’s outraged fans.
None of this would have happened if Poppy had not found Nathan's mother Daisy, onetime glamour girl and elderly best friend of her Aunty Mary, bleeding and unconscious in her
bathroom. The police dismiss the case as an accident, but Poppy is sure there are questions to be
answered. Who attacked Daisy, and why? Will she come out of her coma? What secrets are her
gathering family hiding? What happens to Daisy's money if she dies?

352pp | 234x153mm | Paperback
ISBN 9781867201878

When your builder finds bones under the floor of your heritage home, what do you do? For TV
researcher Poppy McGowan, the first step is to find out if the bones are human (which means
calling in the cops and delaying her renovations) or animal (which doesn’t).
Unfortunately, ‘help’ comes in the form of Dr Julieanne Weaver, archaeologist, political hopeful,
and Poppy’s old enemy. She declares the bones evidence of a rare breed of fat-tailed sheep, and
slaps a heritage order on the site. The resultant archaeological dig introduces Poppy to Tol Lang,
the best-looking archaeologist she’s ever met - and also Julieanne’s boyfriend.

When a murder occurs outside Daisy's flat, the police step in at last. Unfortunately, they finger
Poppy’s boyfriend, Tol, for the crime - after all, he had bad blood with the victim. As Daisy’s
money-hungry family circle, amid hints of poisoning, bribery and blackmail, Poppy must find a
way to clear Tol’s name and ensure Daisy’s safety

When Julieanne is found murdered in Poppy’s house, both she and the increasingly attractive Tol
are considered suspects – and so Poppy uses her media contacts and news savvy to investigate other
suspects. Did Julieanne have enemies in the right-wing Australian Family party, for which she was
seeking preselection, or in the affiliated Radiant Joy Church? Or at the Museum of New South
Wales, among her rivals and ex-boyfriends? And who was her secret lover?

PRAISE

Can Poppy save herself, and Tol … and finally get her house back

‘A comedic take on celebrity culture, fandom, senior citizens and archaeology. Smart and funny,
it’s an entertaining read with contemporary issues and charismatic characters.’ Petronella McGovern,
author of Six Minutes
‘Hilarious! A laugh-out-loud mystery.’ L.A. Larkin, author of The Safe Place

Pamela Hart is an award-winning author for adults and children. Under the name Pamela Freeman
she is well known for her fantasy novels for adults, the Castings Trilogy, and her Aurealis Awardwinning novel Ember and Ash. More recently she has been writing historical romance novels as
Pamela Hart, including the internationally lauded The War Bride. Pamela lives in Sydney with
her husband and their son, and teaches at the Australian Writers' Centre, where she is Director of
Creative Writing.

Pamela Hart is an award-winning author for adults and children. Under the name Pamela Freeman
she is well known for her fantasy novels for adults, the Castings Trilogy, and her Aurealis Awardwinning novel Ember and Ash. More recently she has been writing historical romance novels as
Pamela Hart, including the internationally lauded The War Bride. Pamela lives in Sydney with
her husband and their son, and teaches at the Australian Writers' Centre, where she is Director of
Creative Writing.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
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M U R D E R M O S T FA N C Y

HEIRESS ON FIRE

KELLIE MCCOURT

KELLIE MCCOURT

She’s not responsible for the corpse this time.
Okay, maybe just a little bit. Our favourite
socialite and felon are back in a madcap new
sleuthing adventure … for readers of Janet
Evanovich and Kerry Greenwood.

After accidentally blowing up her husband, can
Indigo get back on her four-inch heels? In this
madcap debut, One for the Money meets Crazy
Rich Asians with a little Miss Fisher’s Murder
Mysteries thrown in.

Manuscript available

Manuscript available

352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867204305

352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867204282

She really didn't mean to become a detective …

The marriage of Aussie billion-heiress Indigo-Daisy-Violet-Amber Hasluck-Royce-Jones-Bombberg
to conscientious reconstructive surgeon Dr Richard Bombberg has come to a spectacular end. In
the middle of a cocktail party, Indigo set him and a mysterious redhead on fire. And then blew
them and her penthouse up. All terrible accidents.

Home for just 48 hours, billion-heiress Indigo-Daisy-Violet-Amber Hasluck-RoyceJonesBombberg has already committed two (completely understandable) felonies, reignited a
childhood feud, been (possibly) humiliated (again) by her first love, and fallen over a nameless
homeless dead man. All while strolling in her grandmother's garden …
Grandmother’s kindly neighbour, Dame Elizabeth Holly, wants to spring the anonymous corpse
from the coroner's freezer. She’s convinced Indigo and her parolee personal assistant Esmerelda
can unearth the man’s identity, thus allowing his burial. Meanwhile Grandmother wants the
unlikely duo to locate Dame Holly’s possibly missing gentleman friend. Dame Holly’s miserly
granddaughter and not-so-bright son don’t want her involved with any man – dead or alive.
Are the cases related? Why are they receiving clues from an unknown helper? Should they
cooperate with Detectives Searing and Burns, who tried to arrest Indigo for blowing up her plastic
surgeon husband last summer? What is Esmerelda’s secret? It’s not so bad to undress a detective.
Twice. Is it? How illegal can it be, really, to break into a top-secret government facility?
They’re not annoying a ruthless organised criminal on purpose, they’re just trying to help …
PRAISE

When detectives discover explosive device remains in the charred penthouse, they’re gunning for
Indigo. Unless she can remain upright, stuff her dignity into her Chanel clutch and uncover the
mystery redhead’s identity, she’s going to jail.
To help Indigo, her semi-retired, semi-Buddhist, supermodel mother hires Esmerelda, a recent
graduate of the model mentor prison program, as Indigo’s personal assistant. Indigo and Esmerelda
traverse Sydney’s upper-class underbelly picking locks, outsmarting bankers and leprechauns,
beating up feared gangsters, breaking into hospitals, setting a cathedral on fire (another terrible
accident), bribing a giant fireman and some other stuff.
How hard can all this be for an heiress and a felon?
PRAISE
‘A wild and rollicking ride through Sydney's celebrity culture, accessorised with a marvellous
murder mystery’ – Tracey Spicer

‘Stiletto-sharp, sexy and laugh out loud funny, Murder Most Fancy is the perfect escapist read.
An absolute blast!’ – Kelli Hawkins, author of Other People’s Houses

‘Hilarious, witty and completely binge-worthy. Heiress on Fire is a fabulous murder mystery novel
and the perfect summer read’ – Better Reading

Kellie McCourt has worked as a national and international television anchor, producer and
reporter. She’s also a seasoned print journalist, magazine editor and television scriptwriter. Kellie
has a double BA in Journalism and Creative Writing from Curtin University. She’s studied
journalism and business in Indonesia, Thailand, Hong Kong, Vietnam and the Philippines, and
has completed a postgrad scholarship program at UNSW. Kellie passionately advocates and creates,
entertaining, gender empowering stories. She lives in Sydney with her two daughters and her two
adopted toy poodles.

Kellie McCourt has worked as a national and international television anchor, producer and reporter.
She’s also a seasoned print journalist, magazine editor and television scriptwriter.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Kellie has a double BA in Journalism and Creative Writing from Curtin University. She’s studied
journalism and business in Indonesia, Thailand, Hong Kong, Vietnam and the Philippines, and has
completed a postgrad scholarship program at UNSW.
Kellie passionately advocates and creates, entertaining, gender empowering stories. She lives in
Sydney with her two daughters and her two adopted toy poodles.
Rights Held: World English and translation
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BRUNSWICK STREET BLUES

THE TRUTH ABOUT
FA K I N G I T

S A L LY B O T H R O Y D
Winner of the inaugural ASA/HQ Commercial
Fiction Prize. The twists keep piling up in this
funny debut mystery, perfect for readers of The
Thursday Murder Club and Janet Evanovich.
Manuscript Available
272pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867216018

CASSIE HAMER
Lie to your friends. Lie to your family. Just don’t
lie to yourself.

Manuscript available
May 2022 | 352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781489292995

The Trainor women have always been excellent at hiding their true feelings … until now
Brick Brown has problems: she hates her day job, and her beloved Uncle Baz has gone missing.
Although a bartender by trade, Brick Brown has finagled herself a job on the city council to
investigate a complaint that threatens to close her uncle’s well-loved blues club in the heart of
Melbourne.
Brick suspects something strange is going on, but when her amateur sleuthing uncovers the
mayor’s dead body in a locked room, she’s dragged into the dangerous world of dodgy developers
with the reluctant help of Mitch Mitchell, a prickly war correspondent turned investigative
journalist.
Relying on her street smarts and an unlikely band of allies, Brick and Mitchell unearth corruption
that runs deeper than just local government, and the stakes are higher than they banked on. And
when Brick also discovers some terrifying information about her past, the stakes turn deadly …
PRAISE
‘Not since Jack Irish has Melbourne’s Fitzroy been so funny.’ – The Chronicle
‘Filled with witty dialogue, a page-turning mystery and plenty of laugh-out-loud moments,
Brunswick Street Blues is a cracking debut.’ – Better Reading

Ellen’s estranged husband, David, has managed to interrupt her fabulous life of Bridge and Zumba
by getting himself killed in a Thai boating accident. She’s hardly surprised. It’s simply the final in a
long line of mistakes, the first was leaving her to go on a worldwide sailing trip with his mysterious,
long-lost brother. Ah, well. At least she’s now free to marry her rich but dull boyfriend, Kenneth.
Regrettably, her daughter, self-possessed TV news broadcaster Natasha and granddaughter, reality
TV producer Georgie, seem to take the whole ‘dead’ thing very personally and they decide to dig
deeper, though neither really has time.
Natasha is on the nose at her network and a toxic secret from her past is about to set off a
catastrophic personal crisis. Meanwhile, Georgie is furiously focused on denying her true feelings
for a contestant on her show, The Single Guy.
Neither Ellen, Natasha, nor Georgie are agreed on quite how they should feel about David’s death
but they’re certain about one thing – it isn’t quite what it seems – and discovering the truth will
test the tapestry of lies they’ve been spinning to themselves and each other.
One way or another, all three women are faking it and as matters come to a head, the truth wills
out in the most unexpected of ways …
PRAISE FOR CASSIE HAMER
‘Cassie Hamer is a merging of all that is wonderful about authors like Marian Keyes, Liane Moriarty
and Sally Hepworth. With this, her second novel, she shows she's here to stay’ – Better Reading

Sally Bothroyd lives in Darwin with her partner and daughter. She’s currently the director of the
Northern Territory Writers’ Centre, but before that worked for many years as a journalist – both in
broadcast and in print.
Sally grew up in Victoria and lived in Melbourne in the 1990s. She returned there for a period in
the 2000s to study filmmaking at the Victoria College of the Arts. She has made several short films
which have appeared at film festivals around Australia and overseas. She’s a longtime fan of crime
fiction, and last year had a short story shortlisted for the 2020 Scarlet Stiletto Awards, run by the
Sisters in Crime.

Cassie Hamer has a professional background in journalism and PR, but now much prefers the world
of fiction over fact. In 2015, she completed a Masters in Creative Writing, and has since achieved
success in numerous short story competitions. Her debut novel, After the Party, was published
in 2019. Cassie lives in Sydney with her terrific husband, three mostly terrific daughters, and a
labradoodle, Charlie, who is the newest and least demanding addition to the family. In between
making school lunches and walking the dog, Cassie is also working on her next novel, but she always
has time to connect (or procrastinate) with other passionate readers via her website – CassieHamer.
com – or through social media.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
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L I LY H A R F O R D ’ S
LAST REQUEST

ESTELLA

JOANNA BUCKLEY
A thought-provoking, vivid and moving exploration
of how we value a life well lived, and the decisions
we make when that life is coming to an end. For
readers of Tricia Stringer and Anita Shreve.
Manuscript Available
February 2022 | 256pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867232469

Knowing she is sliding into dementia, Lily Harford is ready to give up her life … but can she
persuade someone to commit the illegal act of taking it from her?
Lily has lived a joyful, independent life in a seaside town in Queensland, running her own business
and raising a daughter as a single mother at a time when few women did so. Now health and
circumstance have pushed her into a nursing home, and her memory is failing, although events of
the past remain fresh. Like pulling back the layers of a Russian doll, Lily recalls the former selves –
mother, professional woman, lover, daughter – who still exist inside her.
Lily’s daughter, Pauline, has been pushed to her limits by her demanding job, as well as the needs
of her mother, husband, daughter and grandchildren. And now her mother is begging to die.
Nurse aide Donna, still recovering from a dysfunctional childhood and the demise of her marriage,
finds comfort in Lily’s kindness and down to earth wisdom. As Lily fades, she asks Donna, too, to
help her end her life.
PRAISE
‘This moving, big-hearted novel celebrates the richness of life, while fearlessly exploring a burning
question of our time. Bravo!’ – bestselling Australian author Nikki Gemmell

K AT H Y G E O R G E
The enigmatic heroine of Charles Dickens’
Great Expectations tells her own story at last …
a beguiling story for readers of Pip Williams and
Lauren Chater.

Manuscript available
May 2023 | 384pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867252306

Estella is a mesmerising retelling of Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations, placing the enigmatic
and beguiling character of Estella at the centre of the narrative, uncovering her often opaque
motivations, revealing the story behind her peculiar relationship with her adoptive mother – the
mad and vengeful Miss Havisham – and casting her icy interaction with Dickens’ great hero, Pip,
in a whole new light.
Kathy George brings to life to the misty marshes and graveyards of Kent, the bleak gothic mansion
Satis House, the ballrooms and ballgowns of London, the pungency and desperation of the
nineteenth-century birthing room, and the sweet and spicy scents of a Cairo evening.
Like Lauren Chater’s Gulliver’s Wife and Karen Brooks’ The Good Wife of Bath, this story brings a
shadowy female fictional figure into a long overdue spotlight. Estella tells her own poignant and
moving story at last, shedding light on life as a determined women in the early Victorian period,
and bringing new meaning to one of Dickens’ most beloved novels.

ALSO BY
K AT H Y G E O R G E

‘A sensitive and beautifully observed story of how a proudly independent woman and her
conflicted daughter face the wrenching realities of old age. Impacts the reader as only unflinching
honesty can’ – David Williamson AO, Australian dramatist

Joanna Buckley writes fiction focussed on the timeless roles, challenges and inner lives of women,
scaffolded on important social and ethical issues. Based in Melbourne, she has a background in
creating short stories, poetry, social media content and educational materials and has also worked as
a copywriter and editor. Joanna is a mother of three and part-time careers counsellor. Lily Harford’s
Last Request was inspired by the author’s witnessing as a teenager the trauma and misery of her
grandfather succumbing to dementia, then decades later her father begging his five children to help
him die when he in turn began to lose his memory.
Rights Held: World English and translation

Kathy George published her first book, Sargasso, with HQ in 2021. She has a Masters Degree in
Australian Gothic Literature, has had short fiction published in a number of literary journals and
has won prizes for her writing.
Kathy was born in South Africa. She has lived in Namibia and New Zealand but has called
Australia home for a long time now, and lives with her family in Brisbane. She is passionate about
photography, travelling, and the ocean, and when she is not at her desk she can usually be found at
the sea.
Rights Held: World English and translation
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BECOMING MRS MULBERRY

T H E B R I G H T E S T S TA R

JACKIE FRENCH

EMMA HARCOURT

From best-selling author Jackie French comes a
book about the secrets we carry, those that we
unearth – and those that are too dangerous to tell.

A thirst for learning and a passion for astronomy
draw an extraordinary young woman deep into
the intellectual maelstrom, political complexities
and religious extremism of Renaissance Florence.
This beautifully crafted novel will appeal to readers
of Karen Brooks’ The Good Wife of Bath and Pip
Williams’ Dictionary of Lost Words.

Manuscript available December 2022
March 2023 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867243502

Manuscript available
July 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781489249166

The once impoverished medical student Agnes Glock is now the fabulously wealthy Mrs Mulberry.
Her estate in the mountains is magnificent, a haven for those too ravaged by the Great War to
cope with the society that first condemned them to battle and now shuns them.

1496 It is the height of the Renaissance and its flowering of intellectual and artistic endeavour, but
the city state of Florence is in the grip of fundamentalist preacher Friar Girolamo Savonarola. Its
good people believe the Lord speaks through him, just as certainly as the Sun circles the Earth.

The War has, however, stolen Agnes’s chance to graduate as a doctor, as well as the fiance she
adored. Her husband, Douglas Mulberry, remains shellshocked and unable to speak. Their
scandalous marriage is a farce, an act of kindness to keep Douglas’s fortune from his uncle’s grasp.

For Leonarda Lunetta, eldest daughter of the learned Signore Vincenzio Fusili, religion is not as
interesting as the books she shares with her beloved father. Reading is an escape from the ridicule
flung her way, for Luna is not like other girls. She was born with a misshapen leg and that, and her
passion for intellectual pursuits alters how society sees her and how she sees the world.

A chance visit to a circus brings about a mystery in the form of a fairylike child whose guardians
claim was brought up by dingoes. The child cannot speak and seems deformed. But Agnes is
inexplicably drawn to her and believes she can be cured.
The decision to save the child will bring Agnes’s lost fiance into her life again, as well as the love of
her husband who finds his voice as the three try to solve the mystery of the ‘dingo girl’.
Agnes has put aside her own life and the dreams she once had. But now she has choices, with the
main question the hardest: Who is Mrs Agnes Mulberry?
PRAISE FOR JACKIE FRENCH
‘a master storyteller … [she] gives women a rich, strong, and brutally honest voice’ Better Reading

Luna wants to know, to learn, to become an astronomer who charts the night sky – certainly
not the dutiful, marriageable daughter all of Florence society insists upon. So when Luna meets
astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus, she is not surprised that his heretical beliefs confirm her view
that the world is not as it is presented – or how it could be. These dangerous ideas bring her into
conflict with the preacher Savonarola, and her future is changed irrevocably as politics, extremism
and belief systems ignite in a dangerous conflagration.
Luna is a woman born out of time, the brightest star of her generation, but can she reconcile the
girl of her father’s making with this new version of herself? And if she does, will Renaissance Italy
prove too perilous and dark a place for a free-thinking woman?

‘Heartwarming, heartbreaking and hard to put down’ Australian Women’s Weekly on If Blood Should
Stain the Wattle

Jackie French AM is an award-winning author, historian and ecologist. She was the 2014-2015
Australian Children’s Laureate and the 2015 SeniorAustralian of the Year. In 2016 Jackie became a
Member of the Order of Australia for her significant contribution to literature and youth literacy.
She is regarded as one of Australia’s most popular authors with her vast body of work crossing the
threshold of genre and reading age, and ranging from fiction, non-fiction, picture books, ecology,
fantasy and sci-fi, to her much-beloved historical fiction.
jackiefrench.com
facebook.com/authorjackiefrench
Rights Held: World English and translation

Emma Harcourt has worked as a journalist for over 25 years, in Australia, the UK and Hong
Kong. In 2011, she completed the Faber Academy Writing a Novel course and The Shanghai Wife
was borne. Emma lives in Sydney with her two daughters.
Rights Held: World English language
Rights licensed: US and Canada (Harper360)
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DANCING WITH
THE ENEMY

THE SECRET WORLD
O F C O N N I E S TA R R

DIANE ARMSTRONG

ROBBI NEAL

From the bestselling author comes a compelling
story of betrayal, collusion, revenge, and
redemption set in German-occupied Jersey during
World War II.

A stunning evocation of Australian life through
the war to the 1950s, this novel is intimate and
sweeping, immediate and dreamlike – a magical
rendering of darkness and joy, and the beauty
inherent in difference. For readers of Sarah Winman’s
Still Life, Trent Dalton’s All Our Shimmering Skies
and Rosalie Ham’s The Dressmaker.

Manuscript available
May 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867206545

St Helier, Jersey 1940 For Dr Jackson, it was a perfect June evening that began with hope and
ended in despair … Britain had abandoned the Channel Islands to invasion by Hitler’s forces,
and the idyllic island was about to become a very different place – one where the German army
would rule with an iron fist and bloody violence, and daily life would become a battle for survival,
particularly for Jersey’s Jewish population …
2019 Sydney Doctor Xanthe Maxwell, despairing of her unsympathetic parents, traumatised by the
suicide of her colleague and burnt out by her job has one requirement of St Helier – that it offer some
peace and quiet so she can figure out what to do with her life. But when she discovers a World War II
journal she is led back into the past and a world where collusion, betrayal and moral ambiguity reign,
and a strange connection with the present threatens to upend her perilously held serenity.
In the company of academic Dan Miller, Xanthe begins to uncover just what happened on Jersey
in the war, and together they start to ask some difficult questions of its citizens, in particular, can
those living in the sheltered present judge the actions of those from a dark and dangerous past?
PRAISE FOR DIANE ARMSTRONG
‘[This] novel is a nuanced rendition of the moral conundrums individuals face in extremis –
a sincere contribution to [a] fraught discussion.’ Louise Adler, The Australian

ALSO BY
DIANE ARMSTRONG

Diane Armstrong is a child Holocaust survivor who arrived in Australia from Poland in 1948. An
award-winning journalist and bestselling author, she has written five previous books. Her family
memoir Mosaic: A chronicle of five generations, was published in 1998 and was shortlisted for the
Victorian Premier's Literary Award for Non-Fiction as well as the National Biography Award. It
was published in the United States and Canada, and was selected as one of the year's best memoirs
by Amazon.com. In 2000, The Voyage of Their Life: The story of the SS Derna and its passengers, was
shortlisted in the New South Wales Premier's Literary Award for Non-Fiction.
Rights Held: World English and translation

Manuscript available
June 2022 | 384pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867207825
Connie Starr was always a difficult child. That day in 1934 when she arrived screaming into a
Ballarat living room, her mother knew that a little more chaos had entered the world and it would
not leave until Connie did. But if Connie is difficult she is also different. From the safety of a
branch high in her lemon tree where she speaks to angels, she sees the world for what it is – a
swirling mass of beauty and darkness, of trauma and family, of love and war and truth and lies –
lies that might just undo her and drive her to a desperate act.
This ambitious, complex and insightful novel intertwines numerous stories of lives from before
World War 2 and beyond, recreating with intimacy and breadth a world that is now lost to us.
This book is a brightly coloured patchwork quilt of everything from shoes to polio, lemon trees to
rivers, death to life that melds into one beautiful, luminous work of art.
PRAISE
‘A perfect novel, poetic, evocative and hopeful. Your heart will break and then heal for Connie
Starr.’ Victoria Purman, bestselling author of The Nurses' War
‘The Secret World of Connie Starr will set the literary firmament ablaze. This brilliant,
quintessentially Australian ode to difference, transcends time and place. Written in sublime prose,
filled with drama, humour, tragedy and astounding beauty, it’s an achingly lovely tale that shines
long after the last page.’ Karen Brooks, author of The Good Wife of Bath

Robbi Nea’s first book Sunday Best, a memoir was developed as part of the HarperCollins/Varuna
awards program and published by HarperCollins in 2004. After Before Time, which told stories of
Indigenous life in a remote community, was published in 2016. The Art of Preserving Love, a story
that spanned 25 years from 1905 to 1930 was published in 2018 under the pen name Ada Langton.
Robbi also paints and is currently working towards an exhibition scheduled for 2022 at Redot
Gallery, Singapore.
Rights Held: World English and translation
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THE PROXY BRIDE

DAUGHTER OF
THE HOME FRONT

ZOE BOCCABELLA
In 1939, Giacinta sets sail from Italy to Australia.
Decades later, a granddaughter discovers the true
story of her family … A stunningly crafted novel of
family, secrets and facing adversity, for readers of
Armando Lucas Correa.

Manuscript available
September 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867247562

Imagine marrying someone you’ve never met …
When Sofie comes to stay with her grandmother in Stanthorpe, she knows little of her Nonna
Gia’s past. In the heat of that 1984 summer, the two clash over Gia’s strict Italian ways and
superstitions, her chilli-laden spaghetti and the evasive silence surrounding Sofie’s father, who died
before she was born. Then Sofie learns Gia had an arranged marriage. From there, the past begins
to reveal why no-one will talk of her father.
As Nonna Gia cooks, furtively adding a little more chilli each time, she also begins feeding Sofie
her stories. How she came on a ‘bride ship’, among many proxy brides, knowing little about the
husbands they had married from afar. Most arriving to find someone much different than described.
How World War II takes over the nation, and in the face of growing animosity towards Italians,
Gia and her friends are left alone. Impoverished. Desperate. Their only hope is banding together
to keep their farms going, along with Edie, a reclusive artist on the neighbouring farm and two
Women’s Land Army workers. A venture made near-impossible by the hatred held by the local
publican and an illicit love between Gia and an Australian, Keith.
The summer burns on and the truth that unfolds is nothing like what Sofie expected …

JENNIE JONES
A war. The girl she’d been. And the woman she
was forced to become. A dazzling, heart-breaking
story of redemption from bestselling author
Jennie Jones.

Manuscript available
October 2022 | 352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781489270757

Townsville, 1942. Young women aged sixteen and over are obliged by law to join the war effort,
and Emma Hatton’s world is at last about to change. Longing to escape the humdrum poverty of
oceanside Blueholm Bay and the demands of her domineering mother, Emma reaches the bustling
wartime mayhem of Townsville where the city streets are filled with glamorous GIs and red lipstick
is the colour of the day. Befriending charismatic Cassie O'Byrne, Emma believes her adult life has
finally begun.
Private Frank Kendrick’s kisses make her heart beat faster and with all the talk of his family in
California, surely a proposal is imminent. But after a hasty seduction, Frank disappears and Emma
finds herself in trouble.
Her family’s solution is the Holy Refuge of Saint Philomena in Brisbane, a prison-like ‘home’
where unmarried, pregnant young women are sent to repent and used as drudges while they wait
out their term before their babies are forcibly adopted. Longing to keep her child, Emma befriends
other girls struggling in this cruel environment while her dearest friend of all seeks a way to help.
Cassie’s solution, and the courageous choices Emma must make, lead her to true adulthood,
forever friendships … and a home and family she could never have anticipated.

The author of Mezza Italiana brings to life a unique point of migrant women’s untold experience,
in a resonant novel of family, food and love.

Zoë Boccabella is an Australian author who writes fiction and non-fiction and whose books have
been much-acclaimed, shortlisted for both popular and literary awards and sold internationally.
Her writing is influenced by her migrant ancestry, spoken histories and recipes handed-down,
alongside travels in Europe and Australia. With a degree in literature and sociology and a Master
of Philosophy, Zoë has also worked as a researcher, writer and media advisor for government, the
police service and universities, as well as freelance.

Jennie Jones has been professionally involved in the arts for most of her life. Theatre by theatre,
stage by stage and later book by book, from Wales to London to Auckland to Australia.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation

Jennie lives in Perth, Western Australia and remains a countryfied girl at heart. She has a passion
for stately homes and rustic cottages, is fond of collecting too many vintage wares, has numerous
pot plants she’s learning how to keep alive, and is happiest when writing stories about life, love,
and everything between.

GENERAL FICTION

BECOMING BETH
M E R E D I T H A P P L E YA R D
Beth has forgotten the core truth of her own life. In a
cruel move, her dead mother is about to remind her.
A wise and ultimately warm-hearted story about selfdiscovery, family and community for readers of Tricia
Stringer and Liz Byrski.

Manuscript available
September 2022 | 384pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867230854

Fifty-eight-year-old Beth has lived her life with blinkers on, repressing the memory of a teenage
trauma. At the time, her mother Marian took control of that situation, just as she took control of
all else in their family life – and as much as she could in the small community ofMiner’s Ridge.
Now Marian is dead, and Beth, unemployed and in the middle of an embarrassing divorce, is
living with her gentle-hearted father in the family home. Beth feels obliged to assume her mother’s
involvement in the local town hall committee, which becomes a source of new friendships, old
friendships renewed, and a considerable amount of aggravation.
Researching town hall history, Beth discovers photographs that show Marian in a surprising
light; and sorting through Marian’s belongings, she realises that her mother has left a trail of
landmines,cruel revelations that knock the feet out from under those nearest and dearest. Beth
struggles to emerge from the ensuing emotional chaos …
At almost 60 is it possible to make a fresh start?
A deeply felt, acutely observed novel about mothers and children, about what people hide
from themselves and each other, about the richness and difficulties of community, and about
becoming your own person.
PRAISE FOR MEREDITH APPLEYARD
‘… the kind of cosy novel you’ll want to curl up over a weekend and devour ‘… a joyous read that
will have you cheering on the charactersas they find their way.’ Better Reading

Meredith Appleyard lives in the Clare Valley wine-growing region of South Australia. As a
registered nurse/midwife she practised in a wide range of country health settings, including the
Royal Flying Doctor Service. She has done agency nursing in London and volunteer work in
Vietnam. When a friend challenged Meredith to do what she’d always wanted to do – write a novel
– she saved up, took time off work, sat down at the computer and wrote her first novel. Realising
after the first rejection letter that she needed to learn more about the craft of writing, she attended
workshops, joined a writers’ group and successfully completed an Advanced Diploma of Arts
in Professional Writing with the Adelaide Centre for Arts. Meredith lives with her husband and
border collie Lily, and when she’s not writing she’s reading.
Rights Held: World English and translation
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T H E L I B R A R Y AT
W A G TA I L R I D G E

OSPREY REEF
A N N I E S E AT O N

JANET GOVER
An unexpected and unusual inheritance sets
a young woman on the road to discover her
mother’s deepest secret. A charming and heartfelt
contemporary romance perfect for readers of
Rachael Johns and Karly Lane.

Manuscript available
December 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867230052

Love. Greed. Revenge. And a desperate search for
answers … Against the stunning backdrop of the
Great Barrier Reef, two women in different eras
discover how their hearts and fortunes are swayed
by the secrets of the sea.

Manuscript available
352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781489277800

ANNIE

'Timely, well paced and beautifully written.’ Starts at 60 on Whitsunday Dawn

SEATON
Revenge. Love. And a
desperate search for
answers at the edge of
the Great Barrier Reef…

Osprey
Reef

When Lou Taylor inherits a quaint country cottage and a mobile library full of books from her
birth mother, she heads to the small town of Wagtail Ridge to learn more about the woman she
never knew. Curiously, the last piece of the bequest is a handwritten letter, the first of many Luca
left scattered along the library's route in hopes of finally sharing her secrets with the daughter she
had to give up.

2019: Bethany Kristensen faces her toughest challenge to date, skippering the family charter
business. With rivals doing their utmost to undercut her prices and reputation, the Kristensens’
operation hangs by a thread. Winning the tender for a new scientific research program headed out
to the farthest edge of the reef is her last chance to keep the business going. But when rumour and
vandalism turn to outright sabotage, things take a drastic turn...

The townspeople of Wagtail Ridge flock around Lou, wanting to share the stories of Luca’s life, but
she knows she must learn about her birth mother in the way Luca intended. Jake Barnes, her new
neighbour, offers to help her follow the trail, but weighing on his conscience is a promise he made to
Luca – a secret that now stands between him and the woman who’s slowly capturing his heart …

1934: Stella Booth flees a future of domestic drudgery in small-town outback Queensland,
heading for employment and an independent life in Mackay. But fate has other plans and an
accident en route sends her life spinning in a most unexpected direction...

As the kilometres fly by, Lou gradually untangles who her mother was and what lay behind the
choices she made. At the same time, she finds herself drawing ever closer to kind, handsome Jake.
But will it all be enough to keep her in Wagtail Ridge when she has another happy life waiting for
her in the city?
A captivating story of love, family and belonging from award-winning romance author Janet Gover.
PRAISE FOR JANET GOVER:
‘Tender, caring and wise, Close to Home is a book to embrace with all your heart.’ – Mrs B’s Book
Reviews

Linked by a family mystery, decades apart, Bethany and Stella will both need to dig deeper than
ever before to forge their place among the turbulent seas of the reef.
PRAISE FOR ANNIE SEATON:
‘Timely, well paced and beautifully written’ – Starts at 60
‘The author seamlessly weaves an intriguing and suspenseful mystery’ – Good Reads and Tea leaves

ALSO BY
A N N I E S E AT O N

‘Like the warmth of a cup of tea and the atmosphere of smells from the cake baking this story will
fuse all the senses and bring a smile to the face ... a new dimension to a heartwarming outback tale.’ –
HappyValley BooksReads
Janet Gover grew up in outback Australia, surrounded by wide open spaces, horses … and many,
many books. When her cat lets her actually sit in her chair, she writes stories of strong women, rural
communities and falling in love. Her novel Little Girl Lost won the Epic Romantic Novel of the
Year Award presented by the Romantic Novelists’ Association in the UK, and she has won or been
shortlisted for awards in Australia and the USA. The author of 15 published novels, Janet divides her
time between West London and Australia.
Rights Held: World English and translation

Annie Seaton lives near the beach on the mid-north coast of New South Wales. Her career and
studies have spanned the education sector for most of her working life, including a Masters
Degree in Education, and working as an academic research librarian, a high school principal and a
university tutor until she took early retirement and fulfilled a lifelong dream of a full-time writing
career. Since 2014 Annie has been voted Author of the Year (2014) and Best Established Author
(2015 and 2017) in the AusRom Today.com Reader’s Choice Awards. In 2018 Whitsunday Dawn
was voted Book of the Year by AusRom readers, and also finalled in the ARRA Romantic Suspense
book of the year awards.
Rights Held: World English and translation
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S H E LT E R F R O M
THE STORM

CLOUDS ON THE HORIZON

PENELOPE JANU
When Patience Cartwright is stranded in her home
town, the last thing she expects is a second chance
at love …

Manuscript available
January 2023 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867223597

Fiercely independent naval officer, Patience Cartwright has never had a place to call home, but
she knows where she doesn’t belong. After an unhappy childhood and a badly broken heart, she’ll
never return to the country.
But to save her career, Patience is forced to accept a secondment – to an environmental team
working near the town where she grew up. There she encounters once more the infuriatingly
attractive biologist Hugo Halstead – the very man she's sworn never to forgive.
Given their history, Hugo, as self-assured and honest as Patience is secretive and self-contained,
has vowed never to trust her again, but that doesn’t stop him feeling just as helplessly drawn to her
complicated mix of courage and fragility as he ever was.

PENELOPE JANU
Will a misunderstanding and past trauma stand
in the way of profound attraction? Immovable
determination meets irresistible charm in this
delightful rural romance from an award-winning
and much-loved author – for readers of Rachael
Johns, Karly Lane and Fleur McDonald.

Manuscript available
January 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867223566

When Phoebe Cartwight finds Sinn Torrissen, a navel officer and meteorologist, frozen half to
death in the middle of a thunderstorm, she believes she’s saved his life. Sinn, unfailingly competent
and infuriatingly arrogant, disagrees. In Phoebe's small country town to track down the members
of an illegal horse-racing syndicate, the last thing he needs is to become entangled with Phoebe.
A much-loved member of her community, the prickly and independent Phoebe is used to solving
other people’s problems. So when she learns her younger sister could be implicated in their father’s
dishonest accounting for the syndicate, she insists on working with Sinn to uncover the truth.

As Patience recuperates from a life-threatening illness in the small country town of Horseshoe
Hill, she realises the beauty of the landscape and close-knit community promise something very
different to the future she’s mapped out.

Sinn is both confused and entranced by the passionate Phoebe and in spite of her resistance,
Phoebe finds herself drawn to him. But Phoebe is determined to protect her sister above all, and
the secrets she cannot tell Sinn threaten to sweep his investigation – and their romance – way off
course. With clouds building on the horizon, can Phoebe and Sinn weather the gale and find in
each other a shelter from the storm?

But could the secrets she keeps and the shadows of her past, send her adrift all over again?

PRAISE FOR PENELOPE JANU

PRAISE FOR PENELOPE JANU

‘Encapsulates everything I love about the romance genre and so much more. A go-to author for
rural romance for the head as well as the heart,’ Joanna Nell, Bestselling Australian Author

‘A rural story that has it all […], simmering romance […], a complex heroine and a swoon-worthy
hero. What's not to love?’ Karly Lane, bestselling Australian author

ALSO BY
PENELOPE JANU

Penelope Janu lives on the coast in northern Sydney with six wonderful children and a
distracting husband. A lawyer for many years, she has a passion for social justice, and the natural
environment.
Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
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S N O W Y M O U N TA I N S
PROMISE

S N O W Y M O U N TA I N S
C AT T L E M A N

ALISSA CALLEN

ALISSA CALLEN

A town scandal. A kelpie chaperone. A winter ball.
The bush telegraph has never had so much to talk
about …

A woman’s journey of self-discovery meets
Bundilla's small-town charm and an intriguing
post WWII mystery in this captivating romance
from USA Today bestselling author Alissa Callen.

Manuscript available
February 2023 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867215851

A delightfully charming rural story about love and healing from bestselling Australian author
Alissa Callen.
Hettie Burbrook is the first to admit she’s happiest when flying solo through the outback skies.
After her hobby of photographing farmers lands her a book deal, it provides the ideal cover story
to visit small-town Bundilla. But every photograph brings her closer to uncovering the answers
behind why she is really in the mountains …
Deer farmer Taite Lancaster is as strong as the tempered steel he welds into lifelike animal
sculptures. Unlike his father, he will never allow feelings to break him. But when the old school
friend of his twin sister lands on the airstrip of their high-country station, he knows he’s in trouble.
Hettie is the one woman he can’t forget.
While determined to keep to themselves, between dog races, a ute muster and a winter ball, Hettie
and Taite are forced to face how much they need each other. And when a long-buried scandal
erupts into the present, relationships and lives are threatened.
Can a man who locks away his emotions reveal his vulnerability before the mountain snow melts? And
can a woman intent on righting a decades-old tragedy listen to her heart before history repeats itself?
PRAISE FOR ALISSA CALLEN:
‘Callen is no stranger to rural life, and it shows in her fiction. Her portrayal of small-town life and
the surrounding bush was richly depicted and vividly imagined.’ – Better Reading

Manuscript available
February 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867215837

The greatest risk of all is love …
Interior stylist Grace Davenport has come to the mountains for solitude and a place to heal after her
parents’ death. Returning to their beloved town of Bundilla, she plans to restore a local bluestone
mansion in honour of their memory. She’ll just be there for the summer, until she figures out her
next step.
Rowan Parker never used to think twice about taking risks until his love for a woman blinded him to
all common sense. Now, between his cattle farm in the high country and his work as a stonemason,
there’s no room in his life for further mistakes. But when he meets the beautiful but reserved new
owner of the historic mansion he’s been hired to rebuild, he realises his best laid plans have run amuck.
Together, Grace and Rowan work to bring the mansion back to life. But when they uncover a hidden
trove of post-WWII secrets about the house’s former inhabitants, their quest to find answers draws
them ever closer. And just when the stone rubble around them begins to resemble a home, a landslide
threatens all that Rowan and Grace have rebuilt. With their futures as unstable as the mountainside,
each must fight for what they really want, even if it means losing everything …

ALSO IN
THE SERIES

‘Alissa Callen writes such heartwarming, feel-good stories and creates the most appealing
communities … It was wonderful to return to Bundilla and some familiar faces.’ – 1girl2manybooks
‘A movingstory with a touching romance weaving its way around and through the many issues
facing a rural community.’ – The Burgeoning Bookshelf

Alissa Callen is a country girl happiest living far from the city fringe. She draws inspiration from the
countryside around her and from the resilience of local bush communities. Once a teacher and a
counsellor, she remains interested in the life journeys that people take. Alissa lives with her family on
a small slice of rural Australia in NSW.

Alissa Callen is a country girl happiest living far from the city fringe. She draws inspiration from
the countryside around her and from the resilience of local bush communities. Once a teacher
and a counsellor, she remains interested in the life journeys that people take. Alissa lives with her
family on a small slice of rural Australia in NSW.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
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JILLAROO FROM
JACARANDA

BACK TO THE COUNTRY

MANDY MAGRO
Falling in love was never part of her plan …
A captivating contemporary romance about new
beginnings and risking it all from bestselling
Australian author Mandy Magro. Perfect for
readers of Maisey Yates.

Manuscript available

MANDY MAGRO
Set in the heart of the Australian countryside
comes a compelling romance with a touch of
mystery from bestselling author Mandy Magro.

Manuscript available
May 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867223573

October 2022 | 320pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867223580
What happens when fate sends you just the right person at just the wrong time?

Country singer Indigo Nash has it all, except love …

Rose Jones is twenty-two, and has followed in her mother’s footsteps working with horses
as a champion barrel racer. Hard on the heels of being dumped by her fiance comes Rose’s
determination to chart her own path in life from now on. But meeting handsome bull rider
Ty Parker wasn’t part of the plan.

At the height of her musical career, Indigo should be nothing but happy. But Indi is disillusioned
with show business, finding herself depressed and lonely. When she reaches breaking point, a simple
life back in the country begins to beckon her. But the demons left lingering in the shadows from a
childhood trauma follow her, and reoccurring nightmares of that fateful night plague her … Can she
unearth the truth of her family'’s deep dark secrets?

After bonding at the Joneses’ family Christmas, Rose accepts Ty’s offer of a quaint country cottage
on his outback station as a bolthole to focus on her writing and sorting through her feelings. Here
among the beauty of the bush landscape she finds surprising adventure and friendships, but is
taking a risk on love worth the gamble of breaking her heart all over again if it all goes wrong?
Bestselling Australian author Mandy Magro returns with a standalone rural romance set in the
world of Mandy’s novel Jacaranda.

For two years Harley Knight has travelled the world with Indi as her bodyguard. She’s a stubborn
woman who drives him nuts, but also, in her vulnerable moments, shows him a side of herself he
secretly loves and always has since they were teenagers. When she hits rock bottom, he convinces her
to return with him back to their hometown of Kuranda and stay at his property, where Harley hopes
the peaceful landscape will give her the time and space she needs to heal.
With these precious few weeks, can he show her what she’s missing by constantly running away, or is
time to let her go?

Mandy Magro lives in Cairns, Far North Queensland, with her daughter, Chloe Rose, and their
adorable toy poodle, Sophie. With pristine aqua-blue coastline in one direction and sweeping rural
landscapes in the other, she describes her home as heaven on earth. A passionate woman and a
romantic at heart, Mandy loves writing about soul-deep love, the Australian rural way of life, and
the wonderful characters who call the country home.

Mandy Magro lives in Cairns, Far North Queensland, with her daughter, Chloe Rose, and their
adorable toy poodle, Sophie. With pristine aqua-blue coastline in one direction and sweeping rural
landscapes in the other, she describes her home as heaven on earth. A passionate woman and a
romantic at heart, Mandy loves writing about soul-deep love, the Australian rural way of life, and
the wonderful characters who call the country home.

Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation
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ROAD TO ROSALEE

THE PROMISE OF HOME

MANDY MAGRO

NICOLA MARSH

Return to Rosalee Station with bestselling
author Mandy Magro’s touching story of the
search for belonging, love and healing.

This dyed-in-the-wool country girl will do
anything to protect the home she loves …
A fast-paced, heartwarming rural romance from
a USA Today bestselling author.

Manuscript available
400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867223559

City girl Melody Harrison finds herself questioning everything in the wake of her mother’s
deathbed confession of a long-held secret – a secret that drives her far into the outback, to the
wide-open skies of Rosalee Station …
Matt and Sarah Walsh have finally reached a time in their lives where they are at peace, but their
happiness is again thrown into turmoil when Matt answers the door to a young woman with
shocking news. But what is the truth? Only by offering her sanctuary at Rosalee Station will they
find space to come to grips with each other.
Long ago accepting he’s never going to fit in with his wealthy family, Zai Wellstone has finally
landed his dream job as head stockman at Rosalee Station. It’s here he crosses paths with the most
intriguing woman he’s ever met, Melody, the new camp cook. Sparks fly between them from their
first encounter, but will the secrets she’s keeping stand in their way?
Rosalee Station is the place where love is found and family ties mean more than anything – will
its magic once again show a heartbroken young woman her way forward, to the healing and
connection she craves?

Manuscript available
September 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867225416

Entrusted to run her grandfather's real estate business, Karlana Vogel’s determined to make it
thrive. Pop raised her in small-town Acacia Haven after her parents died, so the family legacy is her
pride and joy. When the competition, a cocky city mogul, breezes into town with a deal to take
over, she’s incensed.
Hudson Grenville came from less than nothing and has worked nonstop to turn it all around.
But he’s only a hard-nosed salesman on the outside-buying the Vogels’ agency is the lynchpin he
needs to make his housing project for homeless kids work. Unless he’s willing to let down all those
counting on him, he has no choice but to stick around town and try to persuade Karly to sell.
Despite being on opposite sides of the boardroom, the deal is complicated by the chemistry that
keeps bringing them back to the table. Both parties will have to assess what they want out of life.
And what they’re willing to give up …

ALSO BY
NICOLA MARSH

ALSO IN
THE SERIES

Mandy Magro lives in Cairns, Far North Queensland, with her daughter, Chloe Rose, and their
adorable toy poodle, Sophie. With pristine aqua-blue coastline in one direction and sweeping rural
landscapes in the other, she describes her home as heaven on earth. A passionate woman and a
romantic at heart, Mandy loves writing about soul-deep love, the Australian rural way of life, and
the wonderful characters who call the country home.
Rights Held: World English and translation

USA Today bestselling and multi-award winning author Nicola Marsh writes feel-good fiction …
with a twist. She has published seventy books and sold over eight million copies worldwide.
She currently writes rural romance for HarperCollins Australia, emotional domestic suspense
for Bookouture and contemporary romance for Harlequin Dare. A physiotherapist for thirteen
years, she now writes full time, raises two dashing young heroes, and shares fine food with
family and friends.

Rights Held: World English and translation
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A TOWN LIKE CLARENCE

THE VET’S
C O U N T R Y H O L I D AY

STELLA QUINN
When Kirsty Fox goes on the run to escape a
crash-and-burn at work, she finds a family she
didn't know she needed … A witty and warm rural
romance perfect for readers of Rachael Johns and
Alissa Callen.

Manuscript available
July 2022 | 352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867225614

L I LY M A L O N E
One irrepressible city girl plus a by-thenumbers accountant = a tricky equation …

Manuscript available
April 2022 | 352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867223931

They say change is as good as a holiday. Joey Miles is hoping so after leaving the city behind, his
stockbroking career in flames, to embrace a brand-new challenge: farming. But while returning to
his hometown somehow feels right, he’s got a long way to go to get back on his feet financially and
the last thing he needs is the townsfolk meddling in his love life (or lack thereof ).

For city vet Isabella Passmore, the opportunity to pet-sit in the country knocks at the perfect time.
Bring on that fresh air! But after three days of holiday bliss, Izzy is bored silly. If the air gets any
cleaner, she’ll start slinging mud. Then she gets offered work in the second-hand shop. Saved!

To the townsfolk of Clarence, Joey has always been the ultimate tragic romantic hero – and it’s
time this hero had a happy ever after …

It’s been years since Elliot Field’s parents rolled out the red carpet, but Elliot only needs one day
to learn that this welcome mat comes with strings. His parents’ new business is sinking, and
they expect him to fix their financial problems.

But Kirsty Fox is only in Clarence to dig up information about a World War II figure from her
family’s past – she has no intention of sticking around and finding out if Joey is as adorable as he
seems. Kirsty doesn’t stick around. Ever.

Maybe.

To prepare for the week from hell, he’ll need a mug that’s not steeped in bad memories, but
nothing could prepare him for the employee he encounters at the second-hand shop.

But when the locals of Clarence spy the chemistry between these two, a secret item gets added to
the agenda of the next town committee meeting: matchmaking. This warm-hearted community
will pull every trick in the book to show Joey and Kristy everything they’ve unwittingly been
searching for is right under their noses ... What could possibly go wrong?

For Izzy, pursuing Elliot is a most welcome diversion from walking another lap of town with the
dog. For Elliot, their random encounters add up to the sum of much bigger things.

ALSO BY
STELLA QUINN

ALSO BY
L I LY M A L O N E

Stella Quinn has had a love affair with books since she first discovered the alphabet. She lives in
sunny Queensland now, but has lived in England, Hong Kong and Papua New Guinea. Boarding
school in a Queensland country town left Stella with a love of small towns and heritage buildings
(and a fear of chenille bedspreads and meatloaf!) and that is why she loves writing rural romance.
An active member of Romance Writers of Australia, Stella has won their Emerald, Sapphire and
Valerie Parv Awards, and finaled in their R*BY Romantic Book of the Year award.

Lily Malone trained as a journalist and worked in newspapers before becoming editor of Australia's
largest wine industry trade publisher. After the birth of her two boys, she discovered writing
romantic stories set in Australia’s vineyards was much more fun than writing about diseases of
grapevines or the latest French clone. Lily is based in Cowaramup, Western Australia.

Rights Held: World English and translation

He’s always been a numbers man and he's kept his heart locked away, but in irrepressible Izzy, is
Elliot’s number finally up?

Rights Held: World English and translation
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SINCE WE LAST MET

OUTBACK SECRETS

BRONWYN SELL

RACHAEL JOHNS

Five years ago, Carmen and Bruno spent the
night together. Their daughter, Mika, was born
nine months later … but Bruno doesn't know
she exists. Can the couple find each other,
and the truth, in a tropical island paradise? A
sparkling romance for readers of Alissa Callen
and Penelope Janu.

Bestselling author Rachael Johns returns to
Bunyip Bay in Book 5 of this uplifting rural
romance series.

Manuscript available

Manuscript available
400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867220237

January 2022 | 352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781489284181
Single mum Carmen Lowery’s life might be annoyingly imperfect, but at least it’s orderly and
predictable. Until a tall, dark, handsome stranger mysteriously arrives at her family’s Whitsundays
resort island – and turns out to be not quite a stranger after all.
American special ops pilot Bruno Michel fell off Carmen’s radar five years ago after they shared
the wildest night of her otherwise strait-laced life. The self-confessed fly-by-nighter when it comes
to love is delighted to be temporarily reunited with his uninhibited dream woman, but there’s
something he doesn’t know. Their liaison came with a consequence – a little girl who has his eyes.
Carmen and Bruno pick up where they left off, but the legacy of their liaison runs deep – and
Bruno is hiding his own not-so-white lie about that night.
Before he ships out, and Carmen’s happy-family fantasy drifts away on the tradewinds, they must
decide whether their unexpected bond can survive life-changing secrets, meddlesome relatives,
and a heartbreaking vow made decades before.
PRAISE FOR BRONWYN SELL
‘Bronwyn Sell takes readers on a roller-coaster of emotions. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, then laugh again.’
– bestselling Australian author Rachael Johns

ALSO BY
BRONWYN SELL

Bronwyn Sell is many things – bestselling author, award-winning journalist, yogi, theatre nerd,
karaoke hustler, soccer mum, lover of wines in the sun, perpetually terrified taker of creative
risks – but at heart she’s an eternal romantic and optimist who is happiest playing with words
and imaginary friends. She is proud to share her study with a coveted RITA statuette, the world’s
premier award for romance fiction.
Rights Held: World English and translation

Keeping secrets comes naturally to him … but will it ruin his chance at love?
Liam Castle knows the secrets of everyone in Bunyip Bay. As the owner of the pub, he’s heard
it all – from marriage proposals and farming disasters to family rifts and everything in between.
The locals love to confide in him, but no one knows he’s hiding a tragic past.
And he wants to keep it that way.
Agricultural pilot Henrietta Forward lives for her job, choosing work over romance. But when
an incident in the air brings Henri home to Bunyip Bay earlier than planned, she finds herself
questioning everything she believes about herself.
But Henri’s secret isn’t her only problem.
Her mother will stop at nothing to have her settled down back in the Bay, and while Henri had
always known domesticity wasn’t the life for her, now she wonders what her future holds. So when
Liam – always the first to lend a hand to those in need – agrees to play along with Henri’s scheme
to ward off her mother, she has mixed feelings. What happens when a pretend romance starts to
feel like the real thing?
Will Henri’s demons and Liam’s traumatic past prove too great a barrier to love?

ALSO IN
THE SERIES

Rachael Johns, an English teacher by trade and a mum 24/7, is the bestselling ABIA-winning author
of The Patterson Girls and a number of other romance and women’s fiction books including The Art
of Keeping Secrets, The Greatest Gift and Lost Without You. She is currently Australia’s leading writer
of contemporary relationship stories around women’s issues, a genre she has coined ‘life-lit’. Rachael
lives in the Perth hills with her hyperactive husband, three mostly gorgeous heroes-in-training and a
very badly behaved dog. She rarely sleeps and never irons.
Rights Held: World English and translation

HISTORICAL ROMANCE

HISTORICAL ROMANCE

THE FORTHRIGHT WOMAN

THE HOMECOMING

DARRY FRASER

ALISON STUART

Widow Marcella Ross won't let anything - or
anyone – stop her from discovering the truth
behind a deadly family mystery … Mystery and
romance collide in this compulsive historical
adventure from a bestselling Australian author.

They might be able to solve a crime – but
can they build a life together? A compelling
historical romance with a murder mystery at its
core, for readers of Darry Fraser and Tea Cooper.

Manuscript available
December 2022 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867237624

1898, South Australia
At the gateway to the Flinders Ranges lies Kanyaka Station, once a thriving sheep and
cattle property, now abandoned and in ruins. But a discovery in her late mother’s papers
draws recently widowed Marcella Ross out to its remote landscape in search of clues to the
disappearance of her Uncle Luca, an Italian immigrant whose fate seems to have been bound
up in that of his mysterious partner – also long-since vanished. When Marcella is nearly run
over by a handsome stranger, she discovers he too is entangled in the secrets of the past. When
tragedy and obsession threaten Marcella’s fragile independence, how far will she have to go to
unlock the secrets of Kanyaka – or solve the puzzle of her own future?
1955
After learning that they are unlikely to have children, Frances and Joe MacDonald have taken
the unusual step of buying a caravan and travelling together through the outback. They stop
and camp at Kanyaka Station, where Fran becomes mesmerised by the past. Family lore holds
that an ancestor met an untimely end amid the desolate ruins. But what truly happened, and to
whom, at the isolated station? As fate alters the course of her life, Fran’s footsteps echo another
woman’s from so long ago …
As the mystery unravels, will these two women have the chance to take control of their own
destinies?

Darry Fraser fell in love with the great Murray River when her family moved to her childhood
town of Swan Hill in Victoria. Stories of the river have been with her ever since, and were
inspiration for her debut novel, The Daughter of the Murray. Darry is now the author of eight
novels, and currently lives on Kangaroo Island, South Australia.
Rights Held: World English and translation

Manuscript available
January 2023 | 400pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867222972

1892. It has been almost 20 years since Charlie O'Reilly left Maiden’s Creek, the town where
she once knew only injustice and fear. Now she returns as acting matron of the local hospital,
determined to prove her worth – and to escape the attentions of a man she would rather forget.
Despite his wealth and busy practice as a criminal lawyer, Danny Hunt has never found
contentment. He is still haunted by memories of his childhood in Maiden's Creek and the strange
and desperate man who was his father.
When a court case goes wrong and Danny’s life is threatened, he seizes the opportunity to visit
Maiden’s Creek with his friend Robert, whose sister, a nurse at the hospital, is the only woman
Danny has ever proposed to.
But danger follows Danny and Charlie and when a nurse is violently murdered, they are thrown
together in a desperate bid to prove the innocence of a friend. When a devastating storm hits,
threatening the hospital, old hurts and secrets come to the surface.
Both can see that they make the perfect team, but Charlie is committed to her work and has one
secret she plans never to reveal …
PRAISE
‘Betrayal, secrets and dastardly deeds abound in this page-turning story of ambition, revenge, and
love. Another thrilling book from Alison Stuart’ - Mary-Lou Stephens, author of The Last of the
Apple Blossom

Australian author Alison Stuart began her writing journey halfway up a tree in the school
playground with a notebook and a dream. Her father’s passion for history and her husband’s love
of adventure and the Australian bush led to a desire to tell stories of Australia’s past.
She has travelled extensively and lived in Africa and Singapore. Before turning to writing full time,
she enjoyed a long and varied career as a lawyer, both in private practice and in a range of different
organisations, including the military and the emergency services.
Alison lives in a historic town in Victoria
Rights Held: World English and translation

HISTORICAL ROMANCE

HISTORICAL ROMANCE

LORD SOMERTON’S HEIR

THE UNWORTHY DUKE

ALISON STUART

CHARLOTTE ANNE

First love left them desolate … can a new love
heal their wounds? A tale of second chance love
in aristocratic Regency England, for lovers of all
things Bridgerton.

Manuscript available
532pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867234715

Sebastian Alder’s sudden elevation from penniless army captain to Viscount Somerton is the stuff
of fairy tales, but the cold reality of an inherited estate in wretched condition leaves him little
time for fantasy, and the memory of his wife’s brutal death haunts his every moment. When he
learns of the mysterious circumstances of his cousin’s demise, he must also look for a potential
murderer … surely not Isabel, his cousin’s ladylike widow?
Isabel, Lady Somerton, is desperate to bury the memory of her unhappy marriage by founding
the charity school she has always dreamed of. Her hopes are shattered from beyond the grave
when she is left not only penniless but once more bound to the whims of a Somerton … although
perhaps the new Lord Somerton is a man she can trust … or even care for?

Witty, passionate and fast-paced, this sparkling
debut Regency romance is a must-read for any fan
of Georgette Heyer, Julia Quinn and all things
Bridgerton.

Manuscript available
352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867234722

She’s running from her past; he’s hiding from his.
Miss Ellen Burney doesn’t have a penny to her name. Determined to escape scandal, she flees
to London and becomes Miss Smith: spinster and lady’s companion. London offers security in
anonymity. So long as Ellen can rein in her overactive imagination and become the perfect picture
of propriety.
Calum Callaghan spent ten years in the Royal Navy fighting Napoleon and has the scars to prove
it. Now he’s a duke, but all of London thinks he murdered his brother. Heartbroken and battle
weary, he’s locked himself away for four long years, a prisoner in his own townhouse.

PRAISE

That is, until Cal’s grandmother comes to stay with him for the London Season, her new lady’s
companion in tow. A lady’s companion with a passion for life and love that can hardly be
contained by even the most spinsterish of lace caps. She’s fooling nobody, especially not this
grumpy duke.

‘In the wake of Waterloo, a richly detailed historical romance with plenty of danger, deception
and derring-do’ – Anne Gracie, international award-winning author

PRAISE

‘Lord Somerton’s Heir is a heartfelt historical romance, which combines heartbreak and mystery,
with friendship and just enough seduction’ – Love Reading Romance

‘Secrets and scars that run deep … a delightful Regency twist on Beauty and the Beast!’ – Alison
Stuart, author of The Postmistress

‘A sweet love story, Lord Somerton’s Heir by Alison Stuart takes its cues from Cinderella with a
fairytale geared towards the hero's perspective’ – Romantic Historical Reviews

‘Charming characters, witty banter, a delightful romp from a sparkling new voice in historical
romance.’ – Allison Butler, author of the Borderland Brides series

Australian author Alison Stuart began her writing journey halfway up a tree in the school
playground with a notebook and a dream. Her father’s passion for history and her husband’s love
of adventure and the Australian bush led to a desire to tell stories of Australia’s past.

With a degree in archaeology, Charlotte Anne now pens steamy historical romances. She’s been
writing for as long as she can remember, and in her spare time she’s climbed to Mt Everest Base
Camp and has earned her black belt in taekwondo. She’s even a pretty good shot with a bow.

Suspicion could tear them apart … honesty and courage may pull them together.

She has travelled extensively and lived in Africa and Singapore. Before turning to writing full time,
she enjoyed a long and varied career as a lawyer, both in private practice and in a range of different
organisations, including the military and the emergency services.
Rights Held: World English and translation

Rights Held: World English and translation

HISTORICAL ROMANCE
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WE’LL MEET AGAIN

THE BUSHRANGER’S WIFE

CHERYL ADNAMS

CHERYL ADNAMS

For readers of Victoria Purman, Kate Quinn and
Alli Sinclair comes a poignant story of love, loss,
ambition and family set against the dramatic
backdrop of the second world war.

A rollicking historical tale about following your
heart, finding home in unexpected places – and
bushrangers – for readers of Darry Fraser and
Alison Stuart.

Manuscript available December 2022

Manuscript available

March 2023 | 384pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867241980

352pp | 234x153mm
Paperback | ISBN 9781867208129

November 1941

Central Highlands of Victoria, 1861. Jack the Devil's reputation precedes him. The most
notorious bushranger on the Central Highlands, nothing throws him off his game … until he
holds up Prudence Stanforth and her grandmother. With her sweeping red hair and complete lack
of fear, Jack can't help but be captivated by the feisty Pru.

Australian sisters Elizabeth and Maggie Cardwell have accompanied their father on his diplomatic
assignment to Hawaii where bright blue skies, a radiant sun and the swaggering confidence of
flirtatious American sailors make war feel like a distant threat. When the sisters meet the handsome
Baker brothers on the sparkling white shores of Waikiki beach, Maggie falls hard and fast for
Cody while Elizabeth discovers an easy friendship with his older brother, Tom, under the shared
responsibility of chaperoning their wild younger siblings.
But mere days after the Cardwells board a ship back to Australia, Pearl Harbor is attacked and
memories of sun-kissed afternoons and beach romance are fast eclipsed by fear and uncertainty.
With the war now very real to them all, the sisters embark on two very different paths that will
take them to opposite ends of Australia, threaten their safety, and test their bonds of friendship and
family. As the war continues to tear lives and loves apart, neither sister expects to cross paths with the
Baker brothers again. But perhaps the pull of fate is even more powerful than the chaos of war …

Cheryl Adnams is the author of four Australian rural romance novels and two Australian historical
novels. She has a Diploma in Freelance Travel Writing and Photography and has lived and worked
in the United States, Canada and spent two years with a tour company in Switzerland and Austria,
and now lives in Adelaide, SA. When she's not writing, Cheryl is still creating in her busy full time
job as a trainer and learning designer.
Rights Held: World English and translation

Weeks later, Pru crosses paths with the respectable businessman Jack Fairweather, and it's not
long before she recognises him as the bushranger who stole her beloved necklace. His price for the
locket's return is her silence … and a kiss. A kiss that sparks something inside them both.
When Pru discovers her grandmother has been keeping a devastating secret, running away with
Jack the Devil is the perfect escape for her broken heart. The dangerous nature of his less than
salubrious occupation is a poetic contradiction to her sheltered upbringing and only fuels their
passion. Until that danger becomes a reality. Between the return of dark elements from Jack's past
and authorities intent on his capture, Jack and Pru must fight for their future together … or risk
losing everything.

Cheryl Adnams lives in Adelaide, South Australia. She has published four Australian rural romance
novels and two Australian historical novels. Cheryl has a Diploma in Freelance Travel Writing and
Photography and has lived and worked in the United States, Canada and spent two years with
a tour company in Switzerland and Austria. Her passion for Italy, volcanology and cycling have
made their way into her stories and her favourite writing retreats include Positano on the Amalfi
Coast and Port Willunga Beach just south of Adelaide. When she's not writing, Cheryl is still
creating in her busy full time job as a trainer and learning designer.
Rights Held: World English and translation
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Eliza Henry-Jones is the talented author of the celebrated novels In the Quiet and Ache. She
has qualifications in English, psychology and grief, loss and trauma counselling. She is currently
completing honours in creative writing – exploring bushfire trauma – and works in community
services. She lives in the Dandenong Ranges with her husband and too many animals.
Rights Held: World English; Translation – all languages

